
d. Fault Trenching 

(1) Big Chino Fault 

(a) Background: The Big Chino fault is an important 

fault for understanding the neotectonics of" the north-central Arizona region. 

The fault is one of several northwest-striking faults in the transition zone 

(herein referred to as the Arizona Mountain Seismic Source Zone) between the 

Central Colorado Plateau and the Sonoran Desert (Plate 1). However, unlike 

some adjacent sei smotectonic zones, the Arizona Mountain zone is both 

seismically active and has several young faults that have ruptured the ground 

surface in late-Quaternary time such as the Big Chino, Aubrey, Verde, and 

Horseshoe faults. Of these faults, the Big Chino fault appeared to be the 

one that ruptured 1 ast and had the best characteri st i cs for eva 1 uat i ng 

recurrence intervals, faulting rates, and earthquake potential. 

Three trenches were excavated across the main scarp in Big Chino Valley 

(Figure 8) to assess the earthquake potential of the Big Chino fault and to 

acquire details on the nature of faulting such as fault plane orientation, 

gross" displacement, displacement per event, and age of displacements . Also, 

geologic and geomorphic analyses were conducted. These included terrace and 

alluvial-fan morphology evaluation, fault-scarp-morphology analysis, aerial

photograph analysis, and field checking of the fault at strategic locations 

along the surface trace on the ground. 

Based on aerial reconnaissance, aerial-photograph interpretation, 
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review of eXisting literature, and preliminary ground reconnaissance, an area 

on CV Ranch in the northern part of Bi g Ch i no Valley was selected for 

Trenching (Figure 8). Trenches were excavated on October 8 through 11, 1991. 

The fault is characterized by a prominent linear escarpment extending for a 

distance of about 35 miles. Figure 9 shows the typical surface expression 

of the Big Chino fault along the southwest flank of Big Black Mesa. The 

great length and apparent youthfulness of the fault"make it a very important 

feature for evaluating the size and frequency of earthquakes, not only in the 

Chino Valley area but also for the entire transition zone area between the 

Colorado Plateau and the Sonoran Desert. 

Three trenches were excavated across the trace of the Big Chino fault 

at an area known to local ranchers as Sheep Camp (Figure 10). The area was 

deemed to be especially well-suited for deciphering the faulting history 

because there are several well-developed terraces in the Quaternary alluvium 

(Figure 11). The occurrence of terraces at several different elevations 

indicates episodic changes in stream base level and commonly these changes 

are caused by uplift/subsidence due to vertical fault displacements. 

However, such terraces can also be the result of changes in stream capacity 

due to increase in stream flow such as might accompany changes in global 

climate, local cyclic weather trends, or catastrophic flooding events. At 

Sheep Camp there are about six levels of terraces that had been postulated 

to represent faulting events (Soule, 1978) and it was important to determine 

if they represented individual faulting events, and, if so, what was the 

frequency of faulting and how much displacement occurred per event. Soule's 

previous work (1978) was a university masters thesis primarily analyzing 
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THE FAULT SCARP IS SHOWN BY THE ARROWS. THE AREA TO THE NORTHEAST HAS BEEN 
UPLIFTED ALONG THE FAULT RELATIVE TO VALLEY ON THE SOUTHWEST. THE MAXIMUM 
HEIGHT OF THE SCARP ALONG THIS SEGMENT OF THE FAULT AVERAGES ABOUT 80 FEET. 
ALSO NOTE ALLUVIAL GRABEN AT EXTREME RIGHT EDGE OF PHOTOGRAPH (INDICATED BY 
DOUBLE ARROWS). THE FAULT SEGMENT SHOWN ON THIS PHOTOGRAPH IS ABOUT 6 MILES 
LONG. 
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FIGURE 9 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF BIG CHINO FAULT 

BLACK MESA SEGMENT, CHINO VALLEY, ARIZONA 
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BIG CHINO FAULT IS ALONG THE BASE OF THE SLOPES. FOUR LEVELS OF TERRACES ARE 
SHOWN ON THIS PHOTOGRAPH. LEVEL 1 IS ABOUT 40 FEET HIGH. THE LIGHT, 
NON-VEGETATED AREAS ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE PHOTOGRAPH ARE THE LOCATIONS 
OF TRENCHES 1 AND 2. VIEW IS TOWARD THE EAST. 
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FIGURE 11 
TERRACES ALONG BIG CHINO FAULT 

SHEEP CAMP STUDY AREA 
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surface geomorphology and soil-profile development . Our preliminary analysis 

indicated that only two or possibly three of the terraces occurred 

consistently elsewhere along the fault so it was questionable as to whether 

all of the terraces were tectonically controlled or whether some of them 

represented local fluvial effects of local creeks. 

The three trenches were excavated at two sites which, based on 

geomorphology, se~med to represent the best locations for unambiguous 

results . In the selection of trench locations it is important to select 

sites that will reveal several layers of strata free from local or anomalous 

erosional or depositional events, and these layers must be shallow enough to 

be excavated by standard digging equipment such as a backhoe or a bulldozer . 

At one site, two trenches (T-l and T-2) were excavated (Figures 10 and 11). 

Trench 1 was the principal trench . . Trench 2 was a confirmatory trench, 

excavated to ensure that the relationships seen in T-l were indeed typical 

and representative of the faulting/depositional regime. T-3 was excavated 

across a smaller scarp near a drainage referred to herein as Sheep Camp Wash 

(Figures 10 and 12). The depth of trench excavation depended on three 

factors: 1) the hardness of the material, i .e. the depth of refusal, 2) the 

deepest digging capability of the backhoe, or 3) the depths where 

stratigraphy was adequate to make reliable determinations. The maximum depth 

capability of the backhoe was about 14 to 15 feet . This depth was needed 

only in T-3 . 

The trenches were excavated across the faces of the main fault scarp. 

The scarp at T-l and T- 2 was about 40 feet high ; at T-3 the scarp was about 
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VIEW LOOKING NORTHWEST. TRENCH 3 WAS EXCAVATED ACROSS THE SCARP JUST THIS 
SIDE OF THE BARBED-WIRE FENCE. THE SCARP ON THE RIGHT IS ABOUT 15 FEET HIGH. 
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FIGURE 12 
BIG CHINO FAULT SCARP AT 

TRENCH 3 LOCALITY 



15 feet high. Smaller scarps are sometimes better for trenching because 

correlative layers are more likely to be found on each side of the fault 

thereby allowing better estimates of amounts and timing of displacements . 

The length of the trenches were 40 feet (T-2), 66 feet (T-l), and 85 feet (T-

3). Prior to logging, a level line was established on one wall of the trench 

for reference purposes. The trenches were logged by the project geologists 

at a scale of 1 inch to 5 feet (Figures 13 and 14) and 1 inch to 10 feet. 

Dr. Philip Pearthree (Arizona Geological Survey) visited the trench sites and 

provided helpful observations and insightful discussions with the project 

geologists. Dr. Pearthree also made a detailed soil-profile description in 

T-l (Figure 13c). Upon completion of logging, the trenches were backfilled 

and the ground surface was restored to the original natural contour as much 

as possible. 

(b) Trenches: Logs of trenches 1 and 3 are presented as 

Figures 13 and 14. The fault was clearly revealed in both trenches and 

appears as a zone of disruption in the otherwise layered alluvial sediments. 

Shearing was minimal in both trenches, as is typical for normal faults in 

alluvium. Only Trench 3 had a layer (soil Units 6 and 10) that could be 

correlated to both sides of the fault (Figure 14). This layer provided good 

information on the amount and age of faulting. Both trenches had well

developed dipping wedges of alluvium (Figure 13, Units 3-6; Figure 14, Units 

2-4, 7, 5). Such wedges, commonly called colluvial wedges, represent 

detritus eroded from newly formed fault scarps and deposited at the base of 

the scarp. The number of wedges provi des i nformat i on on the number of 

surface-rupture events . Genera 11 y the bul k of these wedges is depos i ted 
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3) 

4) 

5) 
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TOPSOIL: Brown (7.5YR 5/2) to dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) , gravelly loam, fine-coarse , subangular blocky 
structure, slightly hard to hard, wavy lower boundary. Thin carbonate coating on some pebbles (see Detailed 
Soil Description, Figure 13c). 

GRAVELLY SAND: Pale brown (10YR 6/3), yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) , and dark brown (7.5YR 5/4) ; some 
mottling. Gravel comprises about 30 percent to 50 percent of unit except for basal layer which is 80% 
subangular to subrounded pebbles and cobbles. Hard sandy clay matrix. Massive; basal layer is the only 
noticeable bedding. Clasts range from pebbles to cobbles of 4 - 6 ihch diameter. Basal layer has slight 
imbrication; carbonate occurs as thin strings, lenses, and spots (Stage II); harder than upper part of unit due to 
better carbonate cementation . Moderately sharp, irregUlar lower contact (see Detailed Soil Description, Figure 
13c). 

SANDY GRAVEL: Brown to pale brown. Clasts generally in pebble to small cobble (2-inch diameter) size range. 
Rounded to subangular. Moderately hard to hard depending on carbonate cementation. Poorly bedded, some 
very slight imbrication of clasts in upper part of unit to moderately well imbricated and weak bedding in lower 
part of unit. Some discontinuous zones of pedogenic carbonate accumulation with completely coated clasts 
(Stage II). Gradual to diffuse, irregular lower contact. 

GRAVELLY SAND/GRA VEL: White to very pale brown. Grades downward from gravelly sand to sandy pebble 
gravel to pebble-cobble gravel. Clasts in lower layer are generally in pebble to 2 - 3 inch size· range, but some 
rare cobbles are 6 to 8 inches. Strongly imbricated. Hard, cemented with pedogenic carbonate. Sandy upper 
part of unit is a completely plugged white carbonate zone; lower part of unit is a gravel with clasts completely 
coated with carbonate. Tops of clasts have thin films, undersides have irregular buildups to 2mm thick; where 
clasts are plucked out, a well-developed carbonate rind remains. Moderately sharp, wavy lower contact. 

GRAVELLY SAND/GRA VEL: (Identical to Unit 5, Unit 4 and 5 could be beds within the same depositional unit). 

SANDY GRAVEL: Gray to brown; overall color appears gray but zones of brown occur throughout; upper 1 to 
1.5 feet is reddish brown. 30 - 40% gravel, 5% silt. Clasts range from pebble to cobble size, 10 - 15% of gravel 
is cobbles. Clasts are well rounded to subangular (5%), mostly volcanic rocks but some blocks of siltstone 
similar to Unit 9 are present. Most of these siltstone blocks and fragments are within the upper 1 - 2 feet. 
Friable, dense, slight cohesion. Poorly bedded, slight imbrication (7° apparent dip). Lower contact is sharp but 
wavy. 

Upper reddish-brown zone appears to be soil developed on the gray gravel. Clasts in this upper zone have 
carbonate coating up to 1 mm thick on undersides. Matrix has disseminated carbonate . 

7) SILTSTONE: Reddish brown (7.5YR 4/6) to white. Scattered and pockets of angular to subrounded pebbles 
and small cobbles. Vesicular, 5% open root holes. Hard, dry. Both the top and bottom are calcic zones; the 
bottom calcic zone is completely plugged (Stage III). 

8) GRAVEL: Grayish brown, brown to yellowish brown. Predominantly pebbles with small cobbles and few large 
. cobbles with sandy matrix. Well rounded, loose to moderately loose. Poorly bedded but nearly horizontal fabric 

is obvious in several zones. Middle part of unit is well-bedded, moderately hard, dry, friable, sandstone. 

9) SILTSTONE: Very pale brown to reddish brown, with scattered pebbles and beds of silty sand. Moderately well 
bedded with 2 to 4-inch-thick beds. Slightly moist. Moderately hard but can be disaggregated with difficulty by 
fingers. Violent reaction to HC1. Very jointed into angular fragments 1 to 2 inches wide. Joint surfaces have 
black spots and films. Beds near fault plane are bent indicating vertical drag. 
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De¢' 
Horizon J.!nl Color ~ Coosistenc~ Texture Boundary Carbonate 

A 0-3 7.5YR 5/4 Moderate Slightly hard Gravelly Wavy StagelC, 
(dull brown) Fine-med loam Ellervescent within discontinuous 

pebble coatings 

7.5YR 3/4 Subangular Slightly sticky 
(dark brown) Slightly plastic 

8wk I 3 -6 .S 7.SYR S/2 Moderate Slightly hard- Gravelly Wavy StagelC, 
(grayish brown) hard loam Eflervescent, lew thin discontinuous 

pebble coatings 

7AYR 312 Fine-Coarse Slightly sticky 
(brownish black) sbk Slightly plastic 

Bwk 2 6.S-12.S 10YR S/4 Weak Soli-slightly Gravelly Irregular Stage I-II C, 
(dull yellowish hard loam Strong effervescent, thin dis-
brown) continuous to nearly continuous 

pebble coatings 

10YR 3/4 Fine-Med Slightly sticky 
(dark brown) sbk Slightly plastic 

Bwk 3 12.S - 24.S 10YR 6/3 Weak Slightly hard- Gravelly Wavy Stage II C, 
(dull yellow orange) hard loam Violent effervescent, filaments & 

whitened matrix, soli discontinuous 
:tJ-., continuous pebble coatings 
~~ '" 10YR 4/3 Fine-coarse Slightly sticky ~,. 

U1 (dull yellowish sbk Slightly plastic ...... brown) 

Bwk 4 24.S - 37.S 7.SYR S/4 Moderate Hard Very gravelly Irregular Stage I! C, ,. (dull brown) loam/clay Violent effervescent, whitened ::0 
loam matrix , harder continuous , dis- ,. (II 

N 
continuous pebble coatings :tJ ~ 0 i'i ii1 -t z » (f)JJ ,. 

:0 7.SYR 3/4 Medium-coarse Slightly plastic Om -l -z ~ N (dark brown) sbk Sticky 
rO ~ 0 -UI Z :0 Bk 37.S - 61 7.SYR 6/4 Massive Soli Gravelly Stage I, 
~Z"T1 

Ul » Z .... -u » (dull orange) sandy loam . . Strong eflervescent. thin. J: :tJ 

:!)9{5 0 Z 
discontinuous pebble coatings 

.... 2 ::0 en 0 :D 
-l -b m 

r~c ,. -0 m 
~ 

0 m,:o -l 0 -0 .... 
z -(f)~m a :0 » 7.SYR 3/4 Slightly sticky Loam Ol c: 

CG) ... z ~ :0 (dark brown) Slightly plastic j ~ 

~Oc,,) ::0 » -t III 
Notes: ~ AbbreYiations m 

-tIO m ~ s: :tJ (f)- Ul 0 m z m 
A - accumulation of humHied organic material mixed with mineral fraction, the laUer is dominan!. sbk - sub angular blocky 

>0 
,. 

Z Z ::0 -t B - underlies A horizon, little or not evidence of original sediment structure . c · clear 
Z" () 

Bw - color change or soil structure relative to C horizon, liUle evidence of clay or silt accumulation. irreg - irregular OE: J: 0 
~ 

:tJ 
() "T1 Bk - accumulation of calcium carbonate. sl . slightly m 

I\) 

~ m C - may have weathered material, bUl otherwise no soil development (parent material) med - medium J: .... 
Z ,. 0 
-l > :tJ .... m Reference : Birkeland, PW.; 1984. N z ::0 <0 

~ 
c: 
~ 

Surface soil at base of scarp, sOUlhwestend of trench Correlative with unfauhed unit in northeastern portion of trench, some colluvial input, III 
m bUlless than closesr to the scarp . (See Figure 13a) for profile location). :tJ 
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1) TOPSOIL: Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/4), gravelly sandy loam, fine-medium blocky structure, dry, soft and crumbly. 
Abundant fine rootlets. Gradual-diffuse lower contact. Gravel content increases upslope and soil becomes 
thinner and less distinct on scarp face where it merges into unit 10. 

2) SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL: Brown to dark brown. (7.5YR 5/4-5/2) , 5 to 10% pebbles and small cobbles , 
subrounded to subangular, size of clasts increases toward bottom of unit. Dry, hard to friable. Lower contact 
moderately sharp, clear and undulating. . 

3) BOULDER GRAVEL: Light brown to light gray. Well rounded to subrounded clasts with calcic coatings 
completely surrounding clasts. All clasts are sedimentary rocks, predominantly limestone but some sandstone 
and quartzites also are present. Calcic coatings are thin films « 1mm). Unit appears similar to Unit 2 but is 
coarser grained and has more advanced carbonate development (Stage II). Lower contact undulating but 
moderately sharp. 

4) GRAVEL: White, hard, dry, tightly cemented with CaC03. Poorly sorted from granules to boulders in sandy 
matrix. Small cobbles are most abundant. Well rounded to subrounded clasts of sedimentary rocks clasts are 
completely coated with calcic rinds, a few rinds appear thicker on top of clast suggesting reworking of older K 
horizon; calcic nodules up to 1 inch diameter are common in matrix (Stage II-III). Some imbrication of clasts. 
Lower contact moderately sharp. 

5) SILTY SAND AND GRAVELLY SILT: Multicolored; yellowish red (5YR 5/6), pale brown (10YR 6/3). and white. 
Pebbles and cobbles are widely disseminated to lenticular. Some fine grained areas are white due to high 
carbonate content. Slightly moist, moderately hard. Vesicular, some vesicles are open, some with calcic 
lining. Lower contact diffuse. 

6) BOULDER GRAVEL: White to pale brown. Poorly sorted clasts of sedimentary rocks, mostly limestone, well 
rounded to subrounded. Poorly defined bedding, lenticular. All clasts coated with thin « 1mm) to thick (5mm) 
calcic rinds (Stage III). Loose to tightly cemented. 

7) SANDY SILT WITH GRAVEL: White to very pale brown. Dry, hard, cemented with CaC03 (Stage IV). Slight 
imbrication of pebbles and small cobbles. 

8) SILT AND SAND WITH GRAVEL: Cemented fault gouge. White to light brown. Dry, hard cemented with CaC03. 
Numerous shears, streaks, cracks, carbonate veins and strongly developed fabric with apparent dip of about 
70-75 degrees. Southerly contact is abrupt in lower part with striated, polished surface (N 70° W, 72° W; 
slickensides 62° rake). Northerly contact moderately sharp. 

9) SAND, GRAVEL, SANDSTONE, AND SILTSTONE: Gray to light brown. Well-bedded sequence with large 
percentage of volcanic clasts . Gray color derives from volcanics. Grain sizes comprise silt/clay to small 
cobbles but these are generally sorted into distinct beds within sub units, 1/2 cm to 2 cm size is most common. 
Some cross-bedding. Dry, loose to dense, spotty cementation. Disseminated carbonate, no significant calcic 
coatings. Bedding less defined south of calcic fissure vein. 
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10) BOULDER GRAVEL: White with red soil. Dry, hard, with loose zones. Poorly sorted with short discontinuous 
beds and lenses. Clasts to 1 meter diameter but 30 to 50 cm size is most common, well rounded to subrounded, 
thick calcic coatings and tightly cemented to loose. Clasts are all sedimentary rocks, mostly limestone with 
few sandstones. Trench log shows irregular distribution of carbonate development (see detailed soil profile 
description). 

Depth (Cm) 

0-6 A 

6 - 20 B 

20 - 95 K 

95 - 107 

102 - 203 

DETAILED SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTION 

Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) when dry; dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) when moist. Loam. Fine to medium 
granular; soft when dry, friable and slightly sticky when moist. Lower boundary diffuse. 

Red (2.5YR 4/6) when dry; dark red (2.5YR 3/6) when moist. Silty clay loam with very fine-grained 
sand. Fine blocky and medium granular. Soft when dry, firm and slightly sticky when moist, slightly 
plastic when wet. Lower boundary gradual to diffuse. Developed in boulder gravel ; pockets of soil 
extend around and under clasts. 

White to very pale brown boulder gravel with lenses and layers of sandy pebble gravel. Strongest 
CaC03 development is from 20 to 75 cm depth. This stage IV calcic horizon is completely plugged 
with discontinuous laminae in finer grained layers. These laminae can be broken down by finger 
pressure with difficulty and can be disaggregated completely with persistent effort. All clasts are 
completely coated with calcic rinds, maximum thickness on tops of clasts is about 1/2 cm. Rinds on 
bottoms commonly 1 cm and up to 3 cm where voids occur. 

Carbonate development from 95 cm to 107 cm is variable from Stage IV to II depending on grain size 
and permeability/porosity. In areas below large boulders or impermeable laminae, carbonate 
development is early Stage II with calcic rinds less than 1 mm thick only on bottom of clasts. 

Stage IV zone on west side of trench with laminar horizons and calcic rinds of 0.5 to 1 cm on some 
clasts. Laminae are discontinuous. 
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within a few hundred to a thousand or so years after the faulting event, 

until the scarp is worn back to the angle of repose (about 35 degrees) (see 

Section 6.a (3». After that, further deposition is very slow and soils 

develop on the surface of the wedges until the next rupture occurs when a new 

scarp is formed and new colluvium is washed over the previous wedge and its 

soil. The length of time between successive faulting events is important for 

the development and recogn it i on of these wedges. F auHs with long times 

between surface ruptures will have colluvial wedges with well-developed soils 

and distinct contacts that can be more-easily differentiated than wedges 

along faults with short recurrence intervals, where the wedges tend to grade 

into one another. 

It is interest i ng to note that inTrench 1, the depos its on the 

northeast side of the fault are not alluvial-fan deposits as was expected. 

Rather, these deposits were relatively well bedded, nearly horizontal, stream 

deposits typical of more low-energy, central-valley, depositional processes. 

Ground checking in the nearby canyons showed similar deposits underlying the 

entire area indicating these fine-grained deposits are quite extensive and 

not just a local fault sliver. These deposits indicate that Big Chino Valley 

had a long quiescent period without substantial surface faulting. Geomorphic 

analyses of alluvial surfaces in other parts of the valley indicate a long 

period of erosion and downcutting after the quiescent period, suggesting that 

the quiescence period probably existed during the early Quaternary, several 

hundred thousand years to more than a mi 11 i on years ago. The depos it is 

important because it indicates an episodic nature to the extensional faulting 

regime. However, such episodic tectonism is not unusual in the Basin and 
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Range province. The project geologist, as well as others, have documented 

several cases of similar long-term quiescence in the tectonically more-active 

central Basin and Range area of Nevada and Utah (Schell, 1982; Schell et al, 

1981; Muir et al, 1981; Wallace, 1987; Ryall, 1977) . 

Soil-profile analysis at Trench 1 revealed that stratigraphic Unit 2 

(Figure 13a) which overlies the fault and is unfaulted has moderate 

reddening, clay alteration, and carbonate accumulations indicative of soil 

formation since early Holocene to latest Pleistocene time, perhaps in the 

8,000 to 10,000 year range . This age is supported by the presence of a small 

entrenched, but unfaulted, alluvial fan at the mouth of the stream channel 

just northwest of the trench whi ch overl aps Unit 2 and has a surface 

geomorphology also indicating an early Holocene age. These data indicate 

that the 1 atest surface rupture of the Big Chino fault occurred prior to 

Holocene time . A unit similar to Unit 2 overlies the fault in Trenches 2 and 

3 (Figure 14). Although we deduce from this that the latest rupture was pre 

Ho 1 ocene, it is uncerta in as to how long before Holocene it mi ght have 

occurred . The soils developed on the colluvial wedges indicate that the time 

between rupture events was quite long, on the order of at 1 east several 

thousand years and most likely a few tens of thousands of years . In Trench 

1 (Figure 13), the colluvial wedges (stratigraphic Units 3, 4, 5, and 6) all 

have substantial soil development in the form of reddened B horizons and (or) 

pedogenic carbonate accumulations typical of soils that have been forming for 

more than 10,000 years, to as much as several tens of thousands of years . 
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(c) Tectonic Geomorphology: Although the trenching 

across the Big Chino fault was successful in documenting several 

displacements and in quantifying typical amounts of displacements during 

faulting, the analysis suffers from lack of absolute age control. There are 

no dated alluvial materials in the Chino Valley area and we uncovered no 

material that could be dated. However, some general estimates of age and age 

ranges were estimated by analysis of geomorphic relationships and soil

profile development on alluvial fans and terraces. 

Based on comparison of surface geomorphology to alluvial units in other 

parts of the Basin and Range using the tectonic geomorphology methods such 

as described by Christenson and Purcell (1985), Schell et al (1981), Muir et 

al, (1981), Schell and Muir (1982), as well as comparison to other dating 

studies such as in southern Nevada and New Mexico (Gile et al, 1981; Gile, 

1986; Sowers et al, 1988), alluvial surfaces were categorized into order-of

magnitude age categories (e.g. 10\ 10\ lOS, 106 years). For example, 

surfaces which once were flat, coalesced alluvial aprons but which now are 

dissected such that there are no flat surfaces between stream channels, which 

have had the soils stripped away by erosion, and which have complex dendritic 

drainage patterns can be several hundred thousand (10 5
) to more than a million 

years (106
) old. The erosion generally occurs at a rate dictated by climatic 

influences but uplift due to faulting can also increase the rate of surface 

di ssect ion. High ly di ssected surfaces with narrow f1 at areas between 

channels, wide flat washes, commonly with strong soil carbonate development, 

advanced soil formation, and closely packed interlocking surface pavements 

of pebbles and cobbles are typically a few to several hundred thousand years 
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old (105). The degree of development of each of these characteristics narrows 

the age range with i n each order-of-magn itude category. For example, the 

highest alluvial-fan surfaces on the northeast side of Chino Valley fit into 

the 105 category but appear to be of the younger variety between about 200,000 

to 400,000 years old. This surface has many similarities to the Jornada I 

surface in New Mexico that is about 250,000 to 400,000 years old (Gile, 

1986). The same type of comparative analyses were uS'ed on the other surfaces 

throughout the entire valley and when the whole system is pieced together, 

a crude history of alluviation, uplift, and downcutting, presumably related 

to both climatic and tectonic effects can be deciphered for Big Chino Valley. 

Although the estimates have large uncertainties, the results do provide some 

useful age constraints for evaluating the rates of fault displacement and 

earthquake potential. 

(d) Fault Displacements: The best data for determining 

the amount and age of displacement comes from Trench 3 where, unlike T-l and 

T-2, an offset stratigraphic unit with measurable offset on one side of the 

trench could be matched to its offset counterpart on the other side of the 

fault. Based on lithologic characteristics and soil development, strati

graphic unit 6 appears to be the downfau1ted equivalent of Unit 10 on the 

upslope side of the fault (Figure 14). This unit, which is about 80,000 to 

100,000 years old based on soil-profile (Stage III-IV Calcic horizon) and 

surface-pavement development is di sp 1 aced about 25.5 feet. The coll uvi a 1 

wedges in the trench (Units 2, 3, 4, and 7) suggest two or three subsequent 

displacements. Averaging these displacements over the estimated time span 

of 80,000 to 100,000 years indicates that the time between events was in the 
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20,000 to 30,000 year range and that di~placements were about 6 to 9 feet per 

event. The 6- to 9-foot displacement are reasonable figures based on typical 

Basin-and-Range tectonics and local geomorphology. The thickness and 

configuration of Unit 5 suggest that prior to its deposition, the scarp was 

at least 5 feet high which would indicate a minimum offset of about that 

much. 

The total cumulative displacement of the Big Chino fault, based on 

displacement of the highest-elevation alluvial-fan surfaces, can also provide 

information on amounts of rupture. Measuring scarp profiles from topographic 

maps indicates that the average height of the Big Chino Scarp is about 80 

feet. Assuming this represents a total displacement of about 80 feet within 

late Pleistocene time (approximately the past 200,000 years) suggests surface 

ruptures of about 6 to 11 feet per event. However, these displacements are 

gross displacements along only the main fault and, as described above, most 

of the Big Chino fault is paralleled by a subsidiary antithetic (back

dipping) fault. For earthquake magnitude assessments, the net slip should 

be used and this requires that the slip on the subsidiary back-dipping fault 

be subtracted from that of the main fault. The back-dipping fault was not 

trenched but, based on geomorphology of the scarp, its total displacement 

appears to be about 25 percent of the main scarp, a value typical of Basin

and-Range type normal faults. Subtract i ng 25 percent of the di sp 1 acement 

yields net displacements of about 4.5 to 8 feet per event. None of these 

estimates of displacement can be completely accepted at face value but they 

cluster around 4 or 5 to 9 feet which is typical of basin and range faulting 
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and could very well represent the range of displacements during the 

prehistoric rupture events on the Big Chino fault. 

In Trench 1, stratigraphic units could not be correlated across the 

fault because the displacements were greater than the depth of the trench. 

However, the number of colluvial wedges and their soil-profile development 

suggest 4 or 5 ruptures with similar recurrence intervals in the 20,000- to 

30,000-year range. 

Surface geomorphology indicates that the Big Chino fault is a normal 

fault dipping to the southwest with the valley side of the fault displaced 

downward relative to the mountain side. The trenches revealed a fault-plane 

dipping 60 to 70 degrees to the southwest (Figures 13 and 14). The surface 

geomorphology indicates only dip slip but Trench 3 revealed a polished shear 

surface with well-developed slickensides indicating a right-lateral component 

of slip of about 30-percent (Figure 15). In other words, as the southwestern 

or valley fault-block is displaced downward, it moves slightly to the left 

relative to the rocks on the other side of the fault which are displaced 

upward and to the ri ght. Although such 1 atera l-s 1 i P components are not 

uncommon in Basin and Range normal faults, just one occurrence of such a slip 

surface does not provide conclusive evidence that the entire fault has the 

same sense of slip over its entire length during every event because local 

geometric variations in fault strike can give apparent lateral components 

that do not represent the net regional slip. 
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(e) Earthquake Potential: The size of earthquake that 

probably accompanied the displacements on the Big Chino fault can be 

est imated by compari son to hi stori ca 1 earthquakes on s imil ar faults in 

similar tectonic environments using fault length and displacements . Analysis 

of the geomorphology of Big Chino Valley revealed nearly continuous fault 

scarps along the northeast side of the valley in .·proximity to the mountain 

fronts of Big Black Mesa and Picacho Butte . The total length of these fault 

scarps is about 35 mi 1 es. The faul t scarps appear to branch out in the 

Partridge Creek area with one splay extending straight northwesterly and 

dying out after about 5 miles in older, central-valley, alluvial deposits 

(Plate 1). The other splay strikes northerly a short distance along 

Partridge Creek to the mountain front near Picacho Butte then strikes 

northwesterly to the north end of the valley . On the north, the Big Chino 

Fault merges with or is transected by east-west trending faults in late 

Miocene-Pliocene volcanic rocks of the Mount Floyd volcanic field . On the 

south, the fault gradually dies out near Highway 89, or it may extend into 

the Paulden volcanics east of the highway. 

Subtle differences in the geomorphology between the Big Black Mesa 

segment and the Picacho Butte segment suggest that the most recent 

displacement may have been confined to the Big Black Mesa segment from north 

of Highway 89 to the Partridge Creek area, a distance of about 18 miles (25-

30 km). These differences include well-developed, higher, somewhat more 
, 

distinct scarps and two well developed terrace leve l s on the Big Black Mesa 

segment . 
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Applying standard empirical fault-length/earthquake-magnitude relations 

(Slemmons, 1982; Bonilla et al, 1984) and assuming half the length of the 

fault ruptures during a single earthquake (Albee and Smith, 1966) indicates 

the Big Chino fault is capable of generating a magnitude 6.8 to 7.1 

earthquake. Alternate methods of earthquake-s i ze assessment us i ng area 

instead of length of fault rupture (Wyss, 1979) and assuming a focal depth 

near the bottom of typical seismogenic crust (15 km) yields a magnitude 

estimate of 6.8. For the moment-magnitude calculation, an average 

displacement per event of about 6 to 10 feet was used. Calculations using 

these values yielded moment-magnitude estimates of about 7.0 and 7.1, 

consistent with the other estimates. 

(f) Summary: The Big Chino fault typically comprises two 

subparallel faults with opposite senses of displacement which form a narrow 

graben in the alluvial sediments along the northeastern margin of Big Chino 

Valley (Figure 9). The main scarp is the northeasterly rupture which dips 

to the southwest cutting off the other fault at a shallow depth. Movement 

along the fault is normal wi th a poss i b 1 e sma 11 ri ght-l atera 1 component. 

Trenching revealed 3 to 5 surface rupture events within about the past 

100,000 years. Displacements appear to average about 6 to 9 feet per event. 

The recurrence interval between these events appears to be in the 20,000- to 

30,000-year range. The average slip rate ranges from about 0.06 to 0.12 

mm/yr. Empirical fault-rupture/earthquake-magnitude relations suggest that 

the maximum credible earthquake is in the 7.0 to 7.25 range. 
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